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ABSTRACT: 

An anonymous two factor AKE scheme improve the security of banking services. The Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography [ECC] based session key allocated the user device for the banking process. 

User login phase change the keystroke value and the second verification key dynamically on the 

server. This allows a user and a server to authenticate each other and generate session key for the 

subsequent communications. 

Keyword: AKE Protocol, ECC Algorithm, Keystroke, Multiple Server. 

I.    Introduction: 

Due to the increasing vulnerabilities in cyberspace, security 

alone is not enough to prevent a breach in banking services, 

but it also required some potential techniques to improves the 

security, AKE protocols offers two factor  user authentication 

and mutual authentication .It avoids the vulnerability against 

lost-smart card attack, de-synchronization attack, password 

guessing attack in banking process. In this system ensures the 

users are identified or authenticated based on the way they 

type on keyboard, when a password is typed, These system 

contains two types of authentication values, which one is 

given by bank and other one is generated by the server2 that 

is stored in smart card  . These two values are identify the 

valid user and smart card value from banking servers. In the 

user verification phase analyzes the username ,password and 

keystroke value in server1 .The second phase verifies the 

smartcard value with the message received by mobile. In this 

case second value is in dynamic nature it will be changed at 

every transaction.  

 

II.    LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Under this topic we are using different kind of paper for 

improving our project result. The newly added traits on here 

is, to implement the more than one authentication checks by 

using AKE protocols and Keystrokes[6][7]. And the ECC 

algorithm generates the session key for the transaction at the 

time of inserting a card into a teller machine. In this system 

using smartcard to stores the value which is generated by 

server2[23][26][28].These values are dynamically changed in 

every transaction[3][4]. 

III.    EXISTING SYSTEM: 

In an Existing System, a Single server used for the user 

verification process. Which means the user data are stored in 

a single banking server .And the symmetric cryptography 

used for make a secure transaction in this wireless 

transmission. In this older system are based on the user id 

verification .But this is not more secure for these type of 

secure process. Then the unauthorized person each account 

details easily access the secret pin, From the teller machines. 
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In this wireless transaction intruders   each easily attack   the 

system. 3.1 Disadvantage: 

 User details are stored on the single server. 

 Transaction is very less. 

 Occur the offline attack. 

IV.    PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

In this proposed system user a multiple server to provide 

strong authentication process. In server1 it stored the 

pin1, users data and  keystroke values. In server2  

generates the pin2 and stored it in a smartcard. Which one 

is inserted into a teller machine and send that same key to 

uses by message, which is in dynamic nature[13][16][17]. 

So it provides a two-factor authentication support to avoid 

vulnerability again guessing. The ECC is used for 

encryption and decryption process with signature 

verification. Then the AKE protocol is used to exchange 

the keys which is generated by server2 and it is also 

verifies the keystroke  of the keyboard when the user type 

the pin[6]. 

4.1Advantage: 

 Secured the communication process. 

 Reduce the problem offline attack. 

 Over the problem of user authentication. 

V.    MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

The proposed protocol can allows four modules in this 

system and description and below. 

 Enrollment 

 Anonymous User Authentication 

 Session Key Agreement 

 Online Banking. 

       Fig:1   

5.1 Enrollment: 

This module is for user related operation the important 

functionalities of this module is described as below. The 

basic user details are registration by this module the some 

user details are name, address, first factor, contact no, 

keystroke value. The next joel  for this module is to stroke 

user details on database and key value  on the server 

database, by both first and second server database 

respectively. 

5.2 Anonymous User Authentication: 

In this module, the server method process are held down 

for example, user  verification, user name and password 

analysis, and also verification of keystroke value. The 

second import ion process by this module is to verify the 

second password, which is already built on that smartcard. 

This second server can also overwrite the value user’s 

smartcard in enemy if these all verification are gives the 

true result, then the process is execution, correctly. 

5.3 Session Key Agreement: 

Session key agreement for to establish a new session key 

for user’s after finishing the verification process ,this 

session key creation is done. This methodology is based 

on the ECC algorithm or asymmetric algorithm 

technology to finish this entire process, Then the 

communication is start between the login user and bank 

server.   

5.4 Online Banking: 

This module can handled more precious processor on this 

entire systems (i.e) the online money transfer can  be done 

by this module . The list of process by this module are, 

deposit, transaction and other banking process. Here the 

request and retrieved data can be encryption and 

decryption relatively it means, the user request can be 

encrypted to send server and that request is decrypted by 

server and reterited the needed request for appropriate 

user query. 

VI.    CONCLUSION: 

In an Existing System the security is a major 

issue because it uses single server authentication, So the 

unauthorized person can easily access the security pin and 

user data from teller machines.   But in this proposed 

system to prevent data from intruders . This  is useful for 

ensure the authentication and presences the privacy 

details of user in more effective. Here we are using two 

type of key or password to provides more security of 

these kind of money transaction.   
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